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Supplementary Methods and Results

This document describes R implementation details of derfinder, coverage artifacts, counting

comparisons against established methods, and timing results. derfinder’s flexibility and BAM files

specific features are illustrated with two publicly-available data sets that investigate the effects of

drug abuse on the human hippocampus (Zhou et al. 2011) and time course expression measurements

in blood (Chen et al. 2012).

1 Results

1.1 R implementation

Figure 1: Flow chart of the different processing steps (black boxes) that can be carried out using derfinder

and the functions that perform these actions (in red). Input and output is shown in green boxes. Functions
in blue are those applied to the results from multiple chromosomes. regionReport functions are shown in
orange while derfinderPlot functions are shown in dark purple. Purple dotted arrow marks functions that
require unfiltered base-level coverage.
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The derfinder package can be used for different types of analyses such as DER finding (single-

base and expressed-regions approaches) as well as creating a feature counts matrix. The overall

relationship between these functions is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2: Detailed processing flow in analyzeChr(), which is the main function for identifying candidate
differentially expressed regions (DERs) from the base-level F-statistics.

For the single-base level approach, the main function is analyzeChr() which makes it easier

for users to run this type of analysis. This function is a wrapper for other functions available in

derfinder, as can be seen in Figure 2. It splits the data, calculates the F-statistics, identifies the

null regions, and annotates them.

The expressed-regions approach is described in Figure 3. This type of analysis requires fewer

functions, as the user only needs to load the data and then identify the expressed regions with the

regionMatrix() function. Figure 3 shows which other functions are internally used by regionMatrix()

that filter the coverage by using a mean cutoff, identify the regions, and produce the region-level

count matrix.
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Figure 3: Processing flow for the identifying the expressed-regions by regionMatrix() and processing
steps. It is a simpler flow than the one required by analyzeChr().

1.2 Data filtering on single-base level analysis

Notably, the majority of the genome had minimal or no coverage in any sample (% filtered column

in Table 1), a positive control indicating a lack of potential DNA contamination within each each

study. Studies with higher sequencing depths had a larger proportion of bases in the genome with

at least minimal coverage - the Hippo data set (see Methods) had < 20M short (36 bp) single-end

reads per sample, whereas the BrainSpan data sets had hundreds of millions of longer reads (100

bp) per sample.

Data Set % filtered % remaining Mb remaining

BrainSpan 94.48 5.52 170.93
Simulation 100.00 0.00 0.12
Hippo 98.82 1.18 36.47

Table 1: Percent filtered out and remaining after the data filtering step on the single-base level analysis.
Includes the number of mega bases remaining after this filtering step.
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1.3 Base-level visualization reveals variability in coverage

Visualizing the base-level coverage for a set of nearby candidate DERs can reveal patterns that

explain why one DER is sometimes fragmented into two or more shorter DERs. Coverage spikes

as in Figure 4, coverage dips as in Figure 5, and in general the data quality, affect the borders

of the candidate DERs. Some artifacts can be discarded, like candidate DERs inside in repetitive

regions (clusters 1 and 2 from Hippo analysis). Base-pairs inside repetitive regions available in

repeat masker tracks can be flagged and filtered out from the analysis. Other known potentially

problematic regions of the genome, like those with extreme GC content or mappability issues can

also be filtered out, either before identifying candidate DERs or post-hoc.
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Figure 4: Example of coverage spikes from Hippo cluster 3. The mean coverage for each group is highly
variable in this genome region leading to smaller candidate DERs than would be otherwise detected if the
coverage did not present the spikes.
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Figure 5: Example of coverage dips from time course data set (see Methods) cluster 1. The mean coverage
track reveals segments that reach 0, thus segmenting the candidate DER into smaller DERs.
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1.4 Base resolution analysis of drug abuse in the hippocampus

We contrasted gene-level analyses with our single-base level derfinder approach. (Zhou et al.

2011) identified 29 differentially expressed genes at FDR < 0.20 in postmortem hippocampus tissue

comparing donors with chronic cocaine and alcohol addiction and abuse to non-psychiatric controls.

We explored the base-level coverage data within these 29 genes (Supplementary Website), and found

that only some of these genes contained candidate DERs. For example, Figure 6 shows the base-

level coverage for CDR1 where several candidate DERs overlap this gene; it was one of the only

examples where gene counts and DER-level analysis produced convergent results. In contrast,

Figure 7 shows the base-level coverage for LRCH4 where the single-base level analysis revealed no

observable differential expression in the coverage-level data. The single-base DER Finder approach

therefore provides a complementary approach to count-based differential expression analysis.

Figure 6: Base-level coverage for CDR1 which ranked 3rd and 6th in cocaine and alcohol groups vs control
respectively. Several candidate DERs with FWER adjusted p-value < 0.05 are shown. A possible longer
DER might have been fragmented due to coverage spikes.

1.5 Utilizing base-level coverage improves exon quantification efficiency

One shortcoming of feature counting methods (e.g. counting the number of reads overlapping exons

or genes) involves the handling of ambiguous reads, or reads that cannot be uniquely assigned to

one feature. These reads are typically removed from analyses (although alternatively they can be

counted multiple times, once per overlapping exon). Counting reads overlapping genes involves

concatenating all annotated exons into one meta-feature by a unique gene identifier - ambiguous

reads result from overlapping genes or genes on opposite strands of the genome (assuming a strand-
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Figure 7: Base-level coverage for LRCH4 which ranked 18th and 16th in cocaine and alcohol groups vs
control respectively. No candidate DERs were observed.

specific library protocol was not used). For example, using the featureCounts() R implementation

in the Rsubread package (Y, GK, and W 2013) and their provided hg19 gene annotation, a high

proportion of reads are assigned to exactly one gene in the annotation (time course Snyder data set:

78.5%, drug abuse hippocampus Hippo data set: 32.8%), and only a small proportion of reads are

ambiguous (Snyder: 3.9%, Hippo: 0.6%). In contrast, exon counting removes (or double counts)

reads containing spliced sequence, given the read overlaps two exons by definition. Note these are

the most informative reads for determining transcript structures and abundances. For example,

a smaller number of reads overlap the provided exon annotation (Snyder: 48.7%, Hippo: 30.1%)

and many more reads are classified as ambiguous (Snyder: 33.8%, Hippo: 3.3%). Our derfinder

implementation, based on the coverage-level data, instead assigns fractions of reads to the respective

exon, reducing potential ambiguity associated with read counting (see coverageToExon() function

in Figure 1).

1.6 Timing and memory use results

We compared derfinder versus HTseq and summarizeOverlaps in terms of memory and speed to

generate the feature counts matrices at the exon level. Other steps from a full derfinder analysis

were also traced to get a reasonable estimate of time spent from BAM files to results (Supplementary

Website).

Comparing the different software on equal ground is not straightforward since some are designed

to use multiple cores and might require different input files. For example, HTseq requires SAM files
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sorted by read name. Figure 8 shows the memory (in GB) and time [in log2(hours)] of the results

adjusted by the number of cores. Overall, derfinder performs reasonably well in terms of speed

but does require more memory than some alternatives. One of the most memory intensive steps

in derfinder involves loading the data into R. This can be minimized by loading the data one

chromosome at a time using only one core.

Figure 8: Time and memory results adjusted by the number of cores used for each cluster job. The total
job memory is divided by the number of cores while the time is first multiplied by the number of cores and
then log2 transformed. This gives a baseline from where the different software can be compared. Further
details are described in the Supplementary Website.

2 Methods

2.1 Data Processing

2.1.1 Time course blood data set: “Snyder”

Raw 101 bp paired-end reads were obtained from the SRA under accession SRA047191 and aligned

to the genome using TopHat v2.0.9. We used the reference transcriptome to initially guide align-

ment, based on known transcripts of UCSC knownGene in the UCSC hg19 Illumina iGenomes

distribution (the “–G” argument in the TopHat). While aligned reads were available on the gene

expression omnibus (GEO) (Edgar, Domrachev, and Lash 2002), one outlying sample GSM818565
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required re-alignment so all samples were realigned for consistency. This experiment involved

serially sampling blood and performing RNA-seq from one individual over 400 days across 20

time points and three disease states (health, sick, and recovering) (Chen et al. 2012). With our

derfinder implementation we identified differences in expression using a time course model with a

polynomial spline with 5 degrees of freedom constructed with a B-spline basis matrix applied to the

number of days since study onset. The model also adjusted for library size. DERs were identified

via the single-base level approach using 100 permutations, data cutoff of 5, and F-statistic cutoff

T corresponding to P (F > T ) = 10−5.

2.1.2 Hippocampus data set: “Hippo”

Raw single end 36bp reads from 31 human hippocampus samples were available from SRA via

accession SRA029279, and aligned to the genome using TopHat v2.0.9 as described for the time

course blood data set. This experiment involved data from control subjects (n = 8), and then

patients with cocaine (n = 8) and alcohol (n = 8) abuse – we did not use samples in the “excited

delirium” group (n = 7) as this set was not previously published. We identified differences in

expression across the three groups, adjusting for library size, via the single-base level approach using

100 permutations, data cutoff of 3, and F-statistic cutoff T corresponding to P (F > T ) = 10−4.
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